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Abstract
The presentation will offer an international perspective on renewable energy integration in the
power systems, along with current and future challenges set by the ambitious targets on
renewable energy sources. Keeping the grid reliable and secure as renewable growth accelerates
are significant industry concerns.
At first the current situation and future perspectives of RES generation deployment in Europe
and the US and Europe will be recalled. In this context the European roadmap towards a
decarbonized economy will also be presented.
Starting from some strained operational conditions already occurred and caused by a high share
of V-RES generation, an overview of the challenges to be dealt with to ensure system reliability
and warrant stability in dynamic conditions will be given.
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The core of the presentation will then focus on the measures to be undertaken to ensure a smooth
transition to progressively decarbonized power systems transforming potential threats into
opportunities. A mix of solutions will be discussed such as the role of transmission network and
related assets (from Var compensation equipment to synchronous condensers); evolution of
market models and market integration; measures to enhance flexibility (storage, role of EV, nonconventional devices and solutions); interaction between TSO/DSO and digitalization.
In general, this system (r)evolution calls for massive investments. Thus, justification of
investments becomes of key importance. A recall on the benefit indicators used in Europe will be
given together with the need for state-of-the-art computational tools, relying particularly on a
probabilistic approach to address the uncertainty in the future scenario
and notably the variability of RES generation.
Finally, an outlook of the impact the current pandemic is causing on the European interconnected
system and particularly in Italy will be presented considering the high share of V-RES generation
over the falling power consumption during the lockdown weeks in March and April 2020. Some
first messages that can be drawn will be discussed.
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